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nifr-nifor a ling the last few years nettel him
iu
lu
' p
Jsr:u
Wilson's
UUliia
AT
CHICAGO.
jm
Mr.
HOUSE
made
plans
census
bureau
the
have
railroad
the
Island
today,
against
by
lahout $100,000, pleaded guilty to
little court room.
s
show 289,118,000 running bales of
JTnion Pacific Railroad company to vacation wore definite. He will leave
Chicago, 111., Dec. 18. Windows in UUUBU uumuiiiicc iui uuugi caaiimai
immediately after signing jglary yesterday. He will be sentenced
had been obtained and 2,281.276 buildings within a radius of a block vesiigatiou or sinices in inose states. restrain certain improvements on a
MORE EVIDENCE IN
for at least Saturday.
tons of cotton seed had been crushed were shattered early this morning
portion of the former road and enforce the bill and will be away
Bastian's young sister, Josephine,
GRAFT INVESTIGATION.
to Dec. 1. The number of cot- when a bomb was exploded under the GERMANY FINALLY TURNS
ithfl nnvment. nf dividend! on St. Jo- - two weeks, and possibly three.
prior
New York, N. Y., Dec. IS. The ton seed oil mills and other refining front porch of a two Btory frame
DOWN PLAN FOR EXHIBIT.
It has not yet been announced to whom he brought from Germany and
and Gran(j siand stocks, began
jgeph
grand jury heard further evidence to- establishments active during the per- - building in West Twenty-thirh the federal court today before what place the president will go, but for whom he fitted up a $10,000
street,
day in connection with the awarding lod prior to Dec. 1, was 850.
Berlin, Dec. 18. The collapse of the Judges w H- Munger and T. C. Mun- the selection is said to be narrowed home from the proceeds of his burg- injuring a 14 months old baby and
of contracts for the construction for
down to some point on the Mississippi laries, watched the proceedings.
wrecking the front of the structure. German parliamentary movement in ger.
the Croton aqueduct, a new phase of ALLEGED BOOOTLEGGER
Three Italian families occupy the lavor of official participation In the
The conipiajnants charge that the coast, or Asheville, N. C.
District Attorney Whiteman's inquiry
at Sanjrnlcn pacinCl which owns 70 percent
Panama Pacific exposition
KILLED IN KANSAS. house.
Later, it was officially announced STILL SOME PROFIT
IN THE RAILROAD GAME
into political graft. The witnesses unFrancisco was followed today by thejof the votng stock of the St. Joseph at the white house that the president
Bonner Springs, Kans., Dec. 18.
New York, Dec. IS. The annual reder subpoena were expected to sup- Rolla Harvey, an alleged bootlegger RAILROADER RETIRES
dissolution of the committee which has; linei has Bpent an exCeSSiVe amount would take at least three weeks' vacaf
plement the story told yesterday by was killed and two other men were
AFTER 15 YEARS OF SERVICE. been tormea to organize a great
the earnings of the line on improve- tion and that the diplomatic reception port of the Union Pacific railroad,
made public today, shows that it made
Des Moines, Iowa, Dec. 18. W. M. oliicial exhibit.
Anthony C. Douglass, a tunnel builder, wounded here today in a fight that enments beween Marysville, Kans., and will be postponed to a date to be
a profit of approximately $59,000,000
that although the lowest bidder, he sued when a posse of fifteen men sur- Whiteton, general manager of the
The bureau of information for those Grand Island, Neb., with a view to uslater.
,
failed to get the contract for the con- rounded the city hall, on the second Rock Island lines east of the Missouri desiring to exhibit is to continue in ing that portion of the road as a sec- - The president, accompanied by his on the sale of Its Northern Pactflo
and a
struction of the Hudson river siphon floor of which Harvey was suspected river today, announced his resignation existence, but otherwise the scheme tion of a proposed new Union Pacific eldest daughter and his physician, Dr. and Great Northern shares
after he had refused to contribute to a of conducting a "joint." More than to take effect January 1, ending 15 tor a collective uerman exniDtt is main line between Kansas city ana Cary T. Grayson, took a long automo profit of about $16,000,000 on Its South.
ern Pacific shares.
;
certain politician.
bile ride in the forenoon.
dead..
the west.
years of service.
fifty shots were fired.
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PREPARED

WE ARE

THURSDAY,

"on account of causes occurring be
fore the expiration of 14 hours from
the commencement of the various
AWAY YOUR GLASSES
periods of service," as compared with
"the number of such instances at
YEAR
tributable tn pfliiRpn nrpiirriner Kuhse- The statement is made that thouquent to such period of 14 hours." In
sands wear eyeglasses who do not
other words, they determined how
need them. Jf you are one of these THAT IS WHAT THE REPORT SHOWS
many accidents occurred within the
unfortunates, then these glasses may
last two hours of the day's work as
i
be ruining your eyes instead of helpCON-T- HESE VIOLATIONS AND
compared with those occurring in the
wear
who
Thousands
them.
ing
hours. This compilation
OF EM- preceding
SEQUENT OVERWORKING
'windows" may prove for themselves
N THESE DAYS OF MODEPN MPTH.
shows that in the vast majority of
with
can
that they
glasses
dispense
cases the delays occurred before the
PLOYES ARE WHOLLY UNNECEODS, Electricity plays a most impoit they will get the following
last two hours of work and that plenty
filled at onee: Go to any acSSARYTHEY ARE SO PROVEN.
rtant part. The grandfather would
to
be sent was
of time for relief men
tive drug store and get a bottle of
are
available.
These
conclusions
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoCptona; fill a two once bottle with
based on figures submitted by the rail- warm water and drop" in one Optona
(By Gilfon Gardner.)
ern
roads
themselves.
and why all this light? To
tablet. AVIth this harmless liquid solu-- j
Washington, U. C, Dec. JS. Rail
"The result," says the report, "is
tion bathe the eyes two or four times roads of the United Stales are violatmake the home more homelike to make
lather surprising in view of the
daily and you are likely to be aston- ing the law to the extent of just
the home tbe most pleasant snot on earth
heretofore so frequently put
ished at the results right from the
cases under a single act of conforth that the majority of cases of ex- start. Many who have been told that gress in a single year.
tor father, mother and children. Good light
I
catThat is what the interstate com- I s service were due to causes occur-- i
they have astigmatism,
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
aract, sore eyelids, weak eyes, con- merce commission makes public in its j:g so near the expiration of the
period of service as to precludo
junctivitis and other eye disorders re- report issued yesterday. This shows
desired.
'
port wonderful benefits from the use of that so inefllciently are the railroads lhe relief of crews within that period.
That these violations of law and
this free prescription. Get this pre of the United States run that 2C1,:2
scription filled and use it; you may men were forced to render from 16 to u usequent overworking of their emvnnr pvp.k that, classes 115 hours of continuous Bervice, in vio- - ployes are unnecessary, is proved by
sn HtrpiiE-tlipwill not be necessary, inousanus wno;iation of ia. flno H8
r(,8ult of 2fil.- tii" fact that some of the roads have
are blind or nearly so, or who wear ;i;!2 preventuble delays in the trans lu.u'ly clean records, while others
elMv a very large number of violaglasses, would never have required portation service.
tions. There Is a marked difference,
tnem ir tney nau carea tor ineir eyes: The hours of service act was
passed for instance, in the records of two
in time, save your eyes Detore it is
presand
the
by
by
congress
signed
roads operating in the eastern territoo late! Do not become one of these ident
March 4, 907. Since then, the
victims of neglect. Kyeglasses are
tory. One of them, with a mileage of
been
court
carriers
action,
have,
by
:JuO, reports 5224 cases of
trainmen
only ime crutcnes ana every iew years
OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
Jstioiiiiig lhe right of the interstate ( u duty fof
must be changed to fit the
those
to
them
commerce
commission
compel
provided by the hours of service act,
ing weakened condition, so better see to
IENT as to touch the button and
own
of
the
violations
their
report
if you can, like many others, get clear,
while the other road, with less than
act. And while the act. was tied up
viola3500
shows
your stove is ready to cook your
healthy, strong, magnetic eyes through in the courts
22,603 cases of
the railroads refused to tions.miles,
the prescription here given.
The first road is run efficientiron
ready to use, your toasted
disclose for the benefit of the commisthe second is not.
sion how many men they worked over- ly:
for
the hurried breakfast, your vacuready
While the record Is not as had as it
AUTO TURNS OUER
time in violation of the law. A year
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Feems, in view of the enormous army
or
after
its
the
commission
passage
BADLY IN JURED dered the roads to
of railroad employes, the railroads
report under it.
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatThe Baltimore and Ohio and other have made one bad mistake. After
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
N
first
to secure the nullifl-- !
Dec. IS. The roads
M.,
Doming,
attempted to teecure an injunc cationendeavoring
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
of the act by court procedure,
monthly meeting of the Common- tion against the commission. The
wealth club was held at the Harvey
lost the case. It was then car- ;ind then proceeding to violate it, they
day and night Estimates and full Inforhouse Monday evening, the feature of ried to the supreme court, which, in made the mistake of violating It at dif-mation cheeerfully given.
the pleasant event was a very exhaus- 1911, sustained the constitutionality of ferent rates some roads showed an
tive and very able paper by V. S. the act, and forced the roads to obey enormous number of violations while
others showed comparatively few.
Hillis, on the single tax question. The the commission's order.
speaker gave a history of single tax,
As a result, the commission has ob The commission has not overlooked
its operation in the countries where it tained and now makes public some re this fact, and it reaches the conclusion that if one railroad can obey the
was in force, and cited many Indi markable facts.
Incidentally, it hat?
vidual cities, notably Houston, Texas, turned into the IT. S.'treasury the sum law, then all of them can. It is simply
where he declared that the system of of $150,000 in fines as a result of ac a question of efficiency. Efficiency
taxation in vogue in that city and lions against railroads which violated means the spending of money on rollmade it the most prosperous of all the law.
ing stock and equipment, on maintenance and repair, thus preventing
cities in the state. Among other
ASK FOR TICKETS-SHIPY- OUR
FREIGHT
do
found
The
commission
the
that
things he said that land is taxed at TO lays which the railroads say caustil preventable accidents and delays and
overof
consequent
cent
its
value.
of
working
employes
Improvements them to work their
per
employes overtime time, instead of spending the money to
on the lands are taxed only 25 per from 16
to 65 hours on a stretch
up
on
furnipay dividends and interest
cent, and that cash, household
and all of which
the way, are pre watered stocks and bonds. charges
ture, stocks, bonds and mortgages and ventable were by
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass
In
derailments, showing
all other evidences of credit are 88,317
and drawbar tin
cases;
couple
New
Mexico
to
Pacific
New
Mexican
Mexico,
Ads.
Want
always
wholly exempt from taxation, and the
number 33.3G0; miscellanous cur bring results. Try it.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
tax rate for last year was only fl.5u fects,
Coast,
mechandefects
other
than
coupling
per hundred. The result of the Hous- ism, 17,753 cases; landslides, high waton plan of taxation is said to have ter and
fire, with 17,985 cases; traffic
Every Woman
been magical upon the prosperity of
with 13,812 cases; track
Is Interested and should
the city, although a city of only 2"v congestion,
know about tbe wonderful
defects and obstructions necessitating
001) people, the building permit of the
10,020 men working overtime; collis
Marvel
first half of the present year amount ions,
Loucne
furnishing 9910 cases, and "en
millions as against a
to about 2
gine delays," supplying more than
in
1911.
The
sum
trifle over half that
cases.
in
Another
25,000
compilation
Askyourdrugg-lstfoikmfllftr.
city, county and state tax for the pres- the report covers the instances of ex- ft. If he carj.iot supply the MARVEL,
ent year will amount to only $:! per cess service other than those
no other, but
stated,
hundred, Mr. Hillis cited many other and shows that 87S employes returned accept
scud stamp for book.
places where the single tax idea is to duty after 10 hours continuous ser- Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d St. N.T.
partially or wholly in vogue with the vice without 10 hours consecutive rest
same result that it is obtaining in off
duty, and 274 such employes re-- !
Houston. The paper presented by Mr, turned
without S hours consecutively
For Rates and Full Information, Address
Hillis will be kept on file by the sec off
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
duty. Telegraphers and
retary of the Commonwealth club, and patchers, etc., on duty in excess of the
El Paso, Texas.
G. F. & P.
EUGENE FOX,
may be seen by any who are interest- legal
period numbered 31,132.
WINDOWS, DOORS
ed in the subject.
The claim of the roads is that this
.Among the passengers to Silver City excess duty is due
generally to a'ccl-- j AND MOULDING
Lieuten
was
First
Tuesday morning
dents, delays, and troubles which oc-U.
S.
ant J. D. I.a Gard, of the
army, cur
during the last two hours of the
inspector and instructor of the Ari- day so that It is impossible for relief
zona national guard, who is going to men "to be sent, and so
SAWYER
comply with
inspect uie muiiia ai Oliver viiy ui. jle jaw The commission, however,
tne special oruers or uie v, s. war ue- - demonstrates, that this claim is false.
223 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
partment.
The commission made a compilation
A party of V. S. surveyors who just
License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
showing In each instance the number
SANTA FE, N.M.
completed the survey of two town of men on duty more than 10 hour
Door
to Postoffice.
Next
ships lying east of Spalding, have gone
to Hachita to survey four townshipB.
and on the completion of this will
finish the territory lying close to Columbus. Chas. W. Devendorf is at the
head of the party which consists of 14
HOW YOU MAY THROW

261.332VI0LATI0NS

IIlight

IN ONE

j

To take care of all Xmas orders,
large or small, on

3

i

I

Candy, Fruits, Nuts, Turkeys, Chickens,
"

s

i

Ducks, Oysters.Exlra Taney Holly, Wreaths,

AND

OVER

A

TON

XMAS

OF

1 0

THE

AT

CANDY

RIGHT

DEC. 18, 1913.

PRICE.

21,-",3- 'i

GROCERY CO.

eye-strai-

stat-i.or- y

40.
isnixsoraiEs

ZFHOUSTJE

CAPITAL COAL YARD
eoal wmsftii Wood
PHONE 85 MAIN.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD

CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL 51ZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot

POWER

1

N'

s

j

The Denver & Rio Grande
RAILROAD COMPANY.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Christmas and New Year Holiday Excursion Fares
all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Railroaod to
all stations In COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
FROM

BURLINGTON
& QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
PACIFIC RY., COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDLAND RY FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIRY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY,, UNION PACIFIC R, R.

FROM SANTA FE

via

'

FARES
One

first-clas-

s

fare for the round trip to all points on the

one-wa- y

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
To all points on above Foreign Lines mentioned, the fare will be
made by the use of one first class fare for the round
trip to Pueblo
or Denver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to destination.
Dates of Sale, Dec. 23d, 241h,25th and 31st, 1913, and Jan. 1st, 1914.
Return Limit, January 5th, 1914.
FOR INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL

ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.N.'M.

S"',""

tv.

Arizona,

and all points
and the
to Torrance thence.

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

train-dis--

Aft,

L. A. HUGHES,

L. POLLARD,

President.

!

J.

Secretary.

CRICHTON,

Manager

&

Treasurer.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

I. J.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

j

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)
HE.TJQ.TJ-.ITEI-

FOB

S

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build
ing Materials of Every Description.
;

AGENTS
GENERAL

the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

100 and 35 W.

::

Thos. II. Dixon and family and the
family of his nephew arrived from In
diana and have located on their farms
northeast of the city.
The Luna County Sunday School association closed a two days session
is
Our line of
Delicacies
here Tuesday, with an address by W.
C. Merritt, national Sunday school orever
and
we
complete
j- a.
v
ganizer. The sessions have been ol U
ine
great interest, and have been presided
over by O. R. Bilbro, president. The
few of
Goodies we
offering :
sessions have been held in the various
CANDIES
to 20c per lb. Huyler's ExquisChristmas candies, 12
churches of the city.
ite Chocolates, 40c to $5.0 per box. Vassar and Nobility ChocDr. Jas. V. Davidson, wife and two
olates, 35c to $2.50 per bcx.
daughters, of Englewood, 111., en route
DECORATIONS
Tree decorations, tinsel, etc., from 1e up. Xmas
to Los Angeles over the Borderland
Bells, from 1c to 20c for t e large ones.
route, met with an accident west oi
GREENS We will have a full ine of Holly and Holly and Immorthe city when their big touring car
J
telles Wreaths,
turned turtle on account of the slip
Holly in bulk, Roping Mistletoe,
.
etc.
pery condition of the road owing to the
New Navels, 30c, 35c, 40c, 45c, 50c and 60c per dtz. Per
ORANGES
recent rain. Dr. Donaldson who was
ease, $3.50
driving the car, was thrown clear
,
3 for 25c, 10c and 20c.
FLORIDA
from the machine, but one of the
IMPORTED MALAGA AND CA.IFORNIA RED GRAPES.
daughters was caught under the caf
GERMAN CHRISTMAS CAKE.
and suffered several wounds about tlio
LEBKUCH EN - PFEFFEHNUS E German Nut Cakes.
head and face. The other daughtef
MRS. WARNER'S FRUIT CAKE.
was partially pinned under the overHEINZ AND BLUE LABEL PLUM PUDDING.
turned machine, but succeeded in exCIGARS IN XMAS BOXES
Osmundos, Tom Moore, Tiberius, Little
tricating herself and gave such assistance as she could to her mother
Tom, Sierra Cruz and mary others.
FANCY TOBACCOS IN GLASS HUMIDORS.
and sister, the former escaping with
EXTRA FANCY APPLES Jonathans, Winesaps, Grimes' Golden,
very slight injuries. A party of ranch
ers riding by helped Dr. Donaldson to
Black Ben and others, $1.75 per box.
NUTS Walnuts, Almonds, Filbers, Pecans, Black Walnuts, Hickory
biraifilitcii up his mncbine, the damaee
to the car being only slight with the
Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts, Etc.
IMPORTED CLUSTER RAISINS, Smyrna Figs in baskets, Stuffed
exceeption of shattering the wind
shield and breaking the top. Dr. DonFigs and Dates In Glass.
We will have everything obaldson had a kit of physician's instru- FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
ments with him and bandaged up the
tainable in the Fruit and Vegetable line at this period of the
wounds of his family at a ranch housa
year.
which fortunately was near the scene
POULTRY Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Springs and Hens.
of the accident. Dr. Donaldson and
FRESH MEATS Beef, Pork, M tton, Lamb, Veal, Spare Rlbe, Brains,
family continued their journey to the
Wieners, Pigs Feet; also full line of Kosher Meats.
coast, as his engine was found to be
FISH OF ALL KINDS.
in good condition, and the other in- THE SHELL.
OYSTERS, SEALSHIPT AND
Juries to the car were easily remedied.
GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
CHEESE AND DELICATESSA
COUGHS THAT PREVENT SLEEP,
We
Price on
These coughs are wearing and If
they "hang on," can run one down
Leaves Our
physically and lower the vital resistance to disease. Mr- - Bob Ferguson,
GET THE HABIT!
GET THE HABIT !
319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes:
"I was greatly troubled with a bad
cough that kept me awake nights.
Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

CHRISTMAS

i

-

'

this year
the
most
that
have
had,
nr.
means ine oesi in
city, we are iisimg a
"
are
the "
Xmas

iS-a-

well-berrie-

ONE AHD OHE THIftD FARE

For the Round Trip Between All
Points on the
A

T.&S.F.R.R.

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located in tbe beautiful Peeoi
Vlley. 3,700 feetabove seslerel,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA I such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
fradsates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents

u

:

E. A. C A HOON. President.
t
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W.
JOHN
POK, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

TT particulars and illustrated
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

cata-tgu-

Guarantee Quality and

That

TIIE

SdPT.

me."

HUM

Store!

GR0CB1Y

Everything

COtlPM.

IN.

NEW MEX.,

Also to All Points on the

GRAPE-FRUIT-

NEW MEXICO

RATES

HOLIDAY

-

2

s3r Your Business Solicited."
Phone

XMAS - XMAS

men.

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

F

66-6-

A. T. & S. F. R. R; IN COLORADO,
Trinidad to Denver inclusive.
Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914. Return Limit,

January 5th, 1914.
HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS

I

TEACHERS

For the benefit of Students and teachers tickets will be
d
fare for the round trip be
sold at rate of one and
tween all points in New Mexico, including Coast lines west
of A!l)uqu'eriie, on December 19th and 20lh on condition
that such parties present certificates from teacher or princiat said school.
pal of the school, showing attendance
Minimum selling rate, $5.00, return limit January 5th,
1914.
one-thir-

For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.

Santa

H. S. LUTZ, A6ENT.
New Mexico.
Fe,

I

I

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

DEC. 18, 1913.

THURSDAY,

TEXAS: J. A.
GEORGETOWN,
Kimbro, says: "For several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
been my household remedy for all
coughs, colds, and lung troubles. It
has given permanent relief In a number of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
Sold by The Capital
substitutes.
Pharmacy.

What Are
YOU Worth
From the

(UP? M

I

It Is estimated that
the average man it
worth $2 a day from
the neck down what
Is he worth from tlie
neck up?

That depends

en-

tirely upon training:.
If you are trained so
that you plan and
direct work you are
worth ten times as
much as the man
who can work only
under orders.
The In ttrna tlorii.
Cornspondenci School!
go to the man who is
BtrugElinff alonsr on
small pay and say to
him, We will train
you for promotion
rijrht where you are,
or we will qualify
you to take up a
more congenial line
of work at a much
higher salary."

Every month

eral
dents

hundred

report

Hatch, Wichita, Kan.
Geo. Paeher, Denver.
S. Gusdorf, Daddas, Texas.
I). Miles, Center, Colo.
Alice Miles, Center, Colo.
A. W. Carlson, Alamosa.
E. Kreps, Philadelphia.
.1. S. Hunter, Kansas City.
M. J. Riker, Detroit, Mich.
W. W. McFarland, Denver.
R. H. Case. Doming,
trancis Wilson, City.
J. Correy, Denver.
K. K. Dickerson, Denver.
F. W. Swanson, Alamoso.
A. Gusdorf, St. Louis.
Dr. C. S. Losey, Las Vegas.
Geo. W. Prichard, City.
C. A. Carruth, Antonito.
Leon E. Joseph and wife, New York
A. M. Amsden, New York.
H. A. Illbbard, Chicago.
George 0. Mase, Denver.
Jas Woods, Kansas City.
J. G. Wroth. Kansas City.
Montezuma.
Dr. Tannus, City.
R. G. Fisher, Denver.
O. W, Gillespie, Raton.
J. D. Moore, Louisville, Ky.
J. L. Welch, Atchison, Kan.
Paul Dadin, City.
F. P. Canfield, Kansas City.
Winifred Rank, Krass Iake, Mich.
Mrs. R. M. Collins, Grass Lake,
C.

D.

Lnsater, Coleman, Texas.
I, . F. Woolsey, Pagosa Springs.
Max Herzstein, Albuquerque.
C. W. Beeman, Carlsbad.
John R. Sibley, Hodges.
S. Levin, Dallas, Texas.
J. D. Coleman, Albuquerque.
.1. H. McCarthy, Denver.
O. W.

sevstu-

voluntarily
advancement

Coffoo

international Correspondence Schools

Electrical Wlreman
Electrl col Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Mechanical Engineer

Automobile

Running
Poultry Firming
Bookkeeper
StenographerMan
Advertising
Show-CsWriting
Window Trimming
Commercial llluatrat.
Industrial Designing
Architectural Drafts.
fSP"'"h
Chemist
French
Language! J1 German
Banking
Civil Sjrvlcel Italian

Textile Manufacturing
Civil Engineer
Building Contractor
Architect
Concrete ConsVuct'n
Plumbing, Steam Fitt'g
Mine Foreman
Mine Superintendent

An

inexpensive help is a fine
cup of coffee at the right
time; ahove all, for breakfast, when the tlay is
young..
Schilling's Vest in
cans is fine
-tight
fee preserved in its

Telephone Expert
Stationary Engineer

aroma-

cof-

N

NATION'S BIG MEN
PILLS
CHICHESTER SHRAND.
AID POOR MOTHER
ror
lur

NOT AN OLD FASHIONED

TOWN MEETING

HUMAN LIVES AND MONEY? AND
WOULD IT

PAY?

AS WAS

PRESIDED

OVER

AND

GATHERING

A

ANNOUNCED, BUT

MANIPULATED BY

Washington, Dee. IS. A touching
plea for aid from a destitute Italian
mother, willi two "Bambinos" t wins
of Wooddridge, N. X, set in motion
the influence, of the senate, the house,
tlie supreme court and even the While
jllouse in her behalf.'
Mrs. Joseph Griinalili was the suppliant. She wrote a pathetic letter to
jt'lerk Mailer, of tlie supreme court
pleading for legal advice and aid. She
jsaid a constable seized her furniture
for $2."i arrears of rent. Her husband
ja barber, she said, could not. pay the
rent because of expense when her
babies were born a few weeks ago.
Clerk Malier. Senator Hughes,
Sully of New Jersey, and
(Secretary Tumulty propose to pay a
competent lawyer to take the mot filer's case.
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vcars known as Beit, Safest, Always Kclialil
SOLD BY DRUOfilSTS EVERYWHERE

5 YEAR OLD EGG IS

PERWHO
Editor B. H. Canfield, Authority on Mexico and Mexicans,
SOLD IN NEW YORK
Articles Written Especially for the New Mexican, Expertly considers the
AT CHICAGO.
FORMED
Question of United States Intervention and Tells What Kind of a Foe
Our Boys in Blue Would Really Have to Face.
Ilellefontaine, O, Dec. Dj.T'ie auThe
is.
I). C, Dec.
story of an egg that, after
thenticated
Washington,
stood tip as bravely as any soldiers
By H. H. CANFIELD.
reached
four years in cole
"conference" of Republicans in New
IUI'!
innirKinlit
tia VuirBltll P PVPP flll
tlie consui'ier, lias been brought to
York City, December .",tli, that was
well
es
of
With
these
facts
history
Enterprise Association.)
light here.
announced In advance to be an
"One American can whip ten greas- tablished, it is quite evident tiiat ten
John J. Sweeney, of lT2Kasl
town meeting affair, proved
well
as
as
armed,
ers."
Mexicans, equally
street. New York, who
to be a gathering presided over by
"A Mexican is a coward the only well equipped, as well fed and as well
bought the egg recently and found
Senator I'.liliu Itoot and run from the
as
be
officered
cniinot
is
other
to
stick
to
troops,
fight
way lie knows how
the name of Clare Bake" written on
floor by State header William Humes,
a knife in some one's back."
whipped by one soldier of r.ny other
the shell, has written to her.
as those two men ran the
precisely
foe
nation.
"The only time he will face a
national convention at ChiClare Baker, now the wife of Jobu
be divided Republican
Mexican peons might
is when he is cornered."
In 1012.
Congressman Sereno
cago
Wright, o Bellefontaine, was employtwo
of
the
classes the peons
"The conquest of Mexico would be into
of
the
ed in a grocery before her marriage
town and the peons of the country. Payne author the motion
easy."
tariff bill made
four years ago last Jnitr, und recalls
fixing the LEADING WOMAN
The observations of many persons who
Are these statements true
is
the
and
ho
of discussion,
having written her name on the ecg
Mexicans as spineless limits
the
denounce
we
hear
are
alwavs
what
BOOK AUTHORITY as it was being packed for - shipment,
when,
They
identical man who made the motion
cowards are based upon the peons of
war with Mexico is mentioned.
which Root and
rules
about six months before he.- marriage.
the
by
fixing
cities, whose most noticeable char- Barnes ran the
Let's eliminate the national ore-convention.
Chicago
are generally drunkenness
jurtice when people whose skins are!aeteristies
The three conspicuous figures in the
BEQUEST AS
of another color are considered. Let's and gambling. But the hardier class steam roller convention of HH2 were,
which
the
and
es
the
hills
of
country,
investigate this thing Impartially.
in
the
factors
dominant
TO NURSE
the
REWARD
therefore,
Do you know what war with Mex- have lived for years practically at December 5th
Republican conference
Diaz's
band
whom
men
the
from
win
ico would mean?
in New York City and controlled evKaston, Pa., Dec. IS. Her patience
Do you know what it would cost in of rurales were recruited, the men who
Mr. Root,
ery step that was taken.
in
the
found
now
often
are
fighting
and
lives and money?
tacting in caring for Miss Anna
who
no
one
as chairman, recognized
77 years old, during the old
Corey,
What would you get out of it? What ranks of the "rebels" these are difnot
on
any subject
attempted to speak
woman's illness, while temporarily rewould the common people of Mexico ferent. An opinion of how Mexicans included in Sereno
This
list.
Payne's
can fight cannot, be based entirely
siding in Newark, N. J., two years ago.
get out of It?
of course, precluded discus-jsiowon for Mrs. AVilliam C. Kock, of this
upon the men iu the federal army, for action,of Humes'
In short, would it pay?
New
in
leadership
most
a bequest of $!iOO().
city
First, It should be remembered that these are. as a rule, from the
is
jYork state, which is the principal
Miss Corey died at New Ijondon.
there is an intense hatred on the part worthless class of the population.
sue in New York, as the 'Penrose conConn., and three weeks ago Mrs.
Indians and
of most Mexicans against Americans.
the
trol is in Pennsylvania,
Kock was notified of the bequest by
Indians are not cowards, as a rule.
If we call them "greasers" they call us
in Illinois, and the
control
the attorney for the estate.
a corruption of the first Halfbreeds seldom are cowards. They
in
"gringos"
control
and do not New
two words of a Bong the American are cruel, bloodthirsty
Mrs. Kock's husband, who was an
England.
soldiers sang when they invaded Mex- fight according to rules, but they are
Kaston real estate and insurance
Not one word was permitted to be
J S IR
in
ico
"Green Crows the not cowards.
broker, died from pneumonia two
said on that subject, or on several
Grass."
According to our notion, sticking a mutters related to
years ago, and then Mrs. Kock
of the
her former profession of a
Next, Mexicans are mostly Indians. knife in a man's back constitutes
or
though
fifty
sixty
party,
Republican
There are 16,000.000 people in Mexico cowardice, but the Indian or half-an- of the
"Progressive-Republicangraduate mire. T,he first case she
Miss Corey's,
was called on was
They breed figures, "Why take a chance
only 3,000,000 are white.
leaders were present at Barnes'
are closer to the aboriginal strain; if your object is to kill a man" He invitation to talk against reactionary
and her patient remembered her kind- ness by making the unexpected be
control of the party. Chairman Hoot
quest.
BELLE GREENE.
reniseu io recognize anyone naving
such a purpose.
Miss Belle Greene, secretary and
The alleged state-widprimary hill librarian of the late J. Pierpont Moradopted is one step in advance of the gan, is said to be the leading woman
measure which Governor Sulzer reon libraries
today. She
It retains authority
fused to accept last year.
New York. Dec. 18. Notwithstandmakes a practice of attending all the
tli o state convention. It is an attempt
book sales. Her judgment ing acute weakness of individual stocks
important
to blind people to Its real character
is considered
During at the outset today, the market after
by modifying the powers of the conassist- opening slightly lower, gradually deMiss
Greene
time
life
Morgan's
vention, but in fact it. Is the same old ed him in filling bis wonderful li- veloped strength and before noon
fighter the eyes of Dictator Huerta. dodge, by a party boss to hold on to
were general.
The cruel eyes of the Mexican-Indiabrary with the priceless collection of gains
to you?
his power.
Do they look like the eyes of a coward
New Haven,
books nnd manuscripts which it conReading and New
had
After the conference
adjourned,
her York Central rose a point.
than the original inhabitants of any will fight openly if necessary, but If the sixty Republican assemblymen tains. At Ills death be bequeathed
that she
The depression in Canadian Pacific
other country conquered by white the same result can be accomplished who were present met by themselves $50,000 In cash and stipulated
not exposing himself he inquires,
should remain as librarian during her was attributed largely to selling here
men. No Indians fought with great-.band Barnes easily proved his control
due
lifetime.
by Berlin, Paris and London,
er bravery against their conquerors "Why take a chance?"
of
He had
Most men fighting in the civil war of that body.
largely to the collapse of Russian sethan did the Aztecs against Cortez.
the assemblymen, and showed it on a
means
curities abroad. Steadiness of the
No Indians fought, with more stubborn-- in Mexico know that defeat
test vote to adjourn without doing a
MOVIE MAN IS
market iu tlie face of Canadian Pacifess against antagonists of their own "no quarters." Yet they fight. That single thing.
to 5
ic slump, which amounted
GREELEY'S NEPHEW
color than the Mexican tribes fought spells ferocity, not cowardice. A Me
5th
on
December
The
proceedings
ilcan, with Indian blood, has not propoints, indicated that til elist was
against the Aztecs.
the
show
that,
and the results
clearly
speculatively sold out and the bear
And no soldiers of modern times greased to the stage where he sees
Republican party In New York still
Bearish stateposition vulnerable.
fought more bravely than did Mexican any difference in the method of
the
who
controlled
men
ments of a leading steel manufacturer
mles of wa'lnr arc looks to the
of 1840-against the United ing a mn.i. '('
Barnes.
' failed to influence the market for steel
stntea trnnns. We have the word of unknown i bi n u the ob'- - '. :p in 1012 national convention
Root and Payne as its guiding spirits.
shares.
General Grant, 'the greatest fighter get rid of the enemy, he would as
throttle-holon
the party.
have a
Dullness was the distinguishing
this country ever produced, for that! soon stub him in the dark as stand up They
attacks 'on
feature of the early aftomoon marA slight knowledge of history might in the open and shoot it out. Rut he "Progressivenot Republican"them. On tile
them
have
dislodged
he
is
to
If
do
will
he
either.
captured
ket. American Express broke 6
indicate that a small handful of Spancontrary, they are in absolute control
95, the lowest in nearly thirty years.
iards, under Cortez, Walked through fanes a firing squad with much of the of the party citadel. It all goes to
Mexicans
like stoicism of the Indian. He would do
Mexico slanehlerlne
Extension of the rise invited some
from
prove that fighting
profit taking which was most effective
sheep, with little or no resistance. As the same to his enemy, so why should inside Republican party lines Is futile.
Mexi-ihland
in Union Pacific. Amalgamated
enemy have mercy upon him?
a matter of fact, the ancient
from
be
Warfare in Mexico is guerilla war-da- The party cannot
New Haven. Weakness of Reading
cans from whom most of the present.
ail
he
and
Barnes
Inside
the
lines.
to 91
attracted
inhabitants are descendants fie- - fare!
4's, which lost 1
be fought from the
Those who picture the conquest of represents must
considerable attention, in view of the
quently were spoken of by Cortez and
be driven from
to
are
if
outside,
they
the chronicler of his campaign, Bern-- that country as a line of troops ad state and national
pronounced strength of the stock.
politics.
al Diaz, as the fiercest warriors of the,vancing with colors flying and bands
LA JUNTA VISITED
day. They inflicted great losses upon playing, and whose idea of wounds is
the Spaniards, and on one occasion ia white handkerchief wrapped around
BY $100,000 FIRE LOSS.
in
a
brow
marl
a
with
the
with
the
strawberry
drove them from
country
is.
it
as
see
it
should
the
center,
all
really
massacre of nearly
their forces,
La Junta, Colo., Dec. 18. At 12:30
The Spaniards won with arms and Sagebrush, desert heat, dust, thirst
The range of temperature yesterday
this morning the fire that has been
AYRE
SYDNEY
from
:S7
cover,
that
shoots
an
was from 24 at 5 a. m) to
enemy
armor, and, above all with other
degrees
raging here since 9:15 was under con'
ican allies!
jis the real picture. Old Indian fight- - at 2 2ft u. m.) The average relative
the Sherman
was Horace trol, after destroying
mother
Ayres'
Sydney
in
and
Arizona
was won by theiers of the campaigns
The war of 184(5-..... s I. ...., a
.ill
house which adjoined the
humidity was 84 per cent. It was a
rooming
n
sisiei
iitu
hkuhus
illustra-against
ureeiey
United States by military tactics New Mexico could furnish an
partly cloudy day with a trace of easily reveal to you the exact relation- buildings occupied by the Fulton
with the romance left out.
snow.
It was clear and pleasant in
unorganized Mexicans
Market and the La Junta Hardware
felship between this
(he afternoon.
American company. The damage done will reach
illustrious
the
low
and
The temperature at. S a. m. todav
more than a hundred thousand dollars. ,
was 22 in Santa Fe. In other cities it journalist.
The fire started in the bakery of
is an actor, a vaudeville star
Ayres
was as follows:
the Fulton market, it was stated, by
looka
He's
dashing
a
and
playright.
an explosion from a gasoline Btove
Amarillo, 28; Bismarck, 20; Boise, a dress suit seems to
c.. riievenne
Dodge City, 34;' Du- ing cowboy, yet
used in the bakery. This was learned
a
fit
like
him
glove.
from employes who were at work at
rarigo, 24; Flagstaff, 30; Grand Junc
His is one of the most familiar the time. The entire population of
tion, 2S; Helena, 14; Kansas (Jity,
he
the town witnessed the conflagration,
Lander. 4: Los Angeles, 40; Modena, faces in the "movies." Recently
one. of the leads at the picturwhich for a time threatened to de30; Oklahoma. 44; Phoenix, 42; Port became
American stroy the entire business district of
land, 40; Pueblo, 8; Rapid Uliy, n; esque mission studio of the
Rosebure. 34: Roswell. 24; Salt Lake, Film company at Santa Barbara. The La Junta. Several people living at
illustrious ancestry seems the rooming house, barely escape4
28; San Francisco, 44; Spokane, 28; spirit of his
to hold him in the west!
V.'i'.Vi ilietr lives.
The bakery and
Tonopah. 20; Williston, 11;
10.
Is owned by L. S. Theits, and
market
of
The cruel mouth of the Mexican fighter. The Indian mouth and Jaw
Local Data.
Want Ads. always the La Junta Hardware company by
New Mexican
Dictator Huerta. Do you see "Cowardice" written here?
Corhitla and Brown.
Highest temperature this date last bring results. Try it.
year, 33; lowest, 8.
Extreme this date. 41 years record,
2, in
PROF. TAFT PEELS HIS FAT OFF IN SLABS. highest, 54 in 1875; lowest,
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Let's he elieevful.

C
Box 888, Scranton, Pa.
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trade,
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WAR WITH MEXICO! WHAT WOULD IT

4

DeVargas.

Mich.

as the direct result
of I. C.S. training.
You need not leave
your present work,
or your own home.
Hark this coupon at
once and mail it.
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Your Gift To Her-- Or Him
Your little girl or boy lias a natural gift for music. Are you
spoiling it?
When she hums or sings at play, slio is merely expressing this
natural gift her talent. All children have this gift for music.
Sometimes parents develop it. Often they starve it.
Oftener still, they spoil it spoil it with a poor piano o
piano "good enough to practice on."
The untrue tones of a cheap piano spoil the ear. The delicate
brain cells which register sound, pick up the habit of untrue sound
a habit which they cannot unlearn. You know how a singer
with a "poor ear" sings off the key and never hwws it.
Yet from a good piano the ear will just as readily pick up true
sound habits habits which mean refinement and taste.
Develop your child's natural gift. Give her a chance for a
true musical education on a good piano. It will mean happiness
in after life popularity perhaps a career.

The

Learnard-Lindeman-

8- -

a.

winne-mucc-

j

1909.

Co.

n

What better
Is the place to buy a time honored instrument.
Christmas gift to your boy or girl than one of our rich toned beautiful pianos. We have a plan by which you can afford to give your
child just such a gift this Christmas to give him or her a good
musical education now, instead of waiting until you have saved tip
for.it. No matter where you live a small payment down will put
a new piano in your home.
M.,.

COUPOIT.
LEARN

COMPANY,-Albuquerque-

,

New Mexico.
Send me full information about your easy buying piano
plan.
Name

;

Address
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Professor William Howard Taft,
who was once president of the United
States, is no longer quite as big as
Pike's Peak. The professor, bursting
into song of praise, has just announced that he has lost C9 pounds and
eight ounces since he left the White
House, a matter of something like
nine months.
He Is now a Liliputian of only 271
pounds.
Prof. Taft, warning all and sundry
portly men against quacks, gives the
following prescription for folks who
feel a burning desire to peel their fat
off In lay era:

A PANTRY UP IN THE AIR!

Forecast.
(By E. O. Sawyer.)
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly
"Very patriotic lot of people livecloudy and threatening, probably snow
I
is the remark made by altonight and Friday; slightly warmer here, see, new comer to the frontier
every
tonight.
at the head of
For New Mexico: Tonight and Fri town of Knik, Alaska,
Cook's inlet, when they see that alsnow
cloudy,
probably
generally
day
in north portion.
Conditions.
The Barometer has risen sharply
over the north Pacific since Wednesday mnrnine. but the storm area has
remained practically stationary and is
now central over the Salt Lake basin.
Much cloudiness is reported from the
Rocky mountain and southwest, and
precipitation has occurred in parts of
Washington, Oregon, northern California, Idaho, 1'tah, western Colorado,
rorthern Arizona and New Mexico,
Kansas, Oklahoma and Missouri. Tern
peratures are generally stationary or
inclined downward, although no se
.1.
'The doctor interdicted
potatoes vere weather is reported. Conditions
and all starchy things. He cut from favor a continuation of threatening
bill of fare all fat meats, absolutely weather in thiB section with probably
and Friday.
forbidding pork and other meats con- snow tonight
I
much
touch
don't
fat
pastry
taining
HIM
of any kind. I must be careful about THE MAN WHO NEGLECTS
SELF.
I
am
of
allowance
permy
sugar.
When his condition points to kidney
mitted to eat lean roast beef and lean
takes an unwise risk. Back
trouble
mutton."
J I
2Me-s- d
ache, pain and soreness over the kidneys, nervous or dizzy spells, poor
diswill
sleep, are all symptoms that
appear with the regular use of Foley
Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
and bladder In a clean, strong and
New Mexican Want Ads. alwayt healthy condition. Sold by The Capi-a- l
bring results. Try It
Pharmacy.

-

For quick results,
little "WANT."

til

most every house is supplied with a
flag pole,
And they are right about the patriot-mo- st
ism, but it just happens that the poles
are not for flags, but for meat.
Knik is on the winter trail to Idita- rod and the Kuskokwim valley, and in
the summer the sled dogs and the
flies are so thinck that it is impossible
to keep meat in ordinary caches near

the ground.
There is no butcher shop in Knik
and the only fresh meat is moose or
Alaska sheep brought in by the hunters.
It's very handy for the housewives
of Knik to have the n.eat supply of
the town up In the air. If hubby has
poor luck with his gun and the sup.
ply runs out, all she has to do is ta
go to the door, pick out her neighbor
who has the largest supply on hand
and go borrow a steak or two.
The meat is fastened securely to a
rope and it is run up to the top of the
pole very much the same as a flag
would be.

t Jrfv

o
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HOWLERS ARE
CALLED BY CLARK SUPREME COURT
HANDS DOWN
Washington, D. C, Dec. IS. In a
TWO DECISIONS

18. 1913.

road company.
At the conclusion of the trial,
announced that he would find
for the plaintiff.
Whereupon counsel
for defendant made oral request for
certain findings relative to which the
transcripts shows the finding request-

the-cour-

debate in the house today, Republican
ed.
Leader Mann drew a pessimistic pic1.
abstract question, disconture of the industrial conditions and J. S. Fitzhugh, Appellant, vs. Clovis nectedAnwith
AEROPLANES
the granting of relief in
said they warranted a note of warn- National bank, appellee, from Curry a cause,
and ttin rtntprminnHnn
nf
UALUE
PROVE
county.
to
in
the
ing
power.
party
CLOB OWNER IN NATIONAL LEAGUE.
action, the appellant Fitz- which would not affect the result, beIN WARFARE Speaker Clark, in reply, charged In this
comes an academic
question which)
hugh, had been sued on two mortthat the utterances of Mann, Senator gages
of which one Brickey was the this court will not consider.
2. In the case of
Madrid,. Dec. 18. A large force of Root, former Speaker Cannon, form senior and the Clovis National bank
a breach of an
Moorish tribesmen was routed with er Governor Hadley and Chairman the junior mortgage. Judgment was executory contra t for ,the sale of
of the Republican national comconfessed by Fitzhugh and a sale of goods by vendee, before title has pass-eheavy loss today by the Spanish troops Hllles,
the vendor, as a general rule, canat Muley Abselman, Spanish Morocco. mittee "looked like a Republican con-- j- the property conveyed bv the two
renot recover Ohthe contract
nrino
was ordered ' made.
Spanish military aviators threw the spiracy against the progress of the
mortgages
The
Moors into disorder with showera of rublic."
Clovis National bank became the pur- his right is limited to an action for
bombs
Speaker CJark ridiculed the predic-- . chaser at the sale of the two mort- damages, .iv
3. Where
an executory contract
The Spaniards attacked the Moors ions of the Republican leaders,
gage debts, interest, costs and attorwith a brigade of sharpshooters,..' a i; . "I don't believe," shouted the ney fees. The bank paid Brlckey'the provides for the manufacture of an
battalion xt infantry, four batteries of ; ; neaker, amid applause from the
amount due him as appeared from article after a particular pattern or
and a large body of native rorata, "that I exceed the bound of the
After being paid style, so that it would be useless, or
judgment.
DAGGED BY TITIAN TRESSES auxiliaries.
propriety or of fact in saying that it Brickey discovered he had been over- practically useless, to anyone except
Vhen the order for the general ad- looks like a Republican conspiracy paid in the sum of $772.78 the mistake the persons for whom made, or in the
FOR MOVIE FANS.
vance of the Spanish column was glv-- ncainst the progress of the republic. being due to an erroneous calculation case of trees prepared for planting,
upon breach by vendee before deliven, the advance guard discovered sev Mr. Mann, while howling calamity. diR. of interest.
Being willing to refund
eral thousand Moorish mountaineers claims that he Is a calamity howler, what did not belong to him but in a ery, the measure of damages is the
Alice Rhodes is "the movie girl with concealed in the
irregularities of the but Mr. Root, Mr. Cannon, Mr. Hadley manner that would not expose him to wnole contract price.
the wonderful hair." Her golden red ground.
Opinion by Hanna, Justice, Roberts,
;vd Mr. Mann have been the greatest any liability he asked to be permithair falls to her knees when it is
A flotilla of military aviatorB was f lamity howlers in this country this ted to pay the sum into court. The Chief Justice, Parker, Justice, concurloose. But take note, it is not alIt is strange that nobody else Clovis National bank filed its motion ring.
sent to reconnoiter. By means of
H, M. Dow and R. C. Dow, of
ways all sugar to be blessed with "a
aviators guided the has heard of these signs of the times, to reopen the case, set aBide and corthe
flag
signals,
crown of glory." That is if you hapfor appellant, R. D. Bowers, of
that they pictured.
A
of
rect
column
troops.
heavy
correct
Spanish
its
Brickey's
judgment,
pen to be a "movie ' star.
fire was opened by the Span
Clark declared that the bid and if necessary order a release Roswell for Appellee.
Speaker
artillery
A short while ago Miss Rhodes was
iards without effect.
panic of 1903 came on as a result of of the property and order the sum in
Paying 1913 Taxes.
piaymg m a speci.acu.ar p.ciure wnicu
Tne aviators then ascended to an the McKinley Mil, and that there was court paid to it. Fitzhugh opposed this
Edwin August was putting on as a aititude ollt o
According to information received in
of rifle fire and no truth in the "fossilized statement motion claiming
the
fund.
range
Upon hie
Powers' production, out west.
city today, the Denver ,fc Rio
flew dfrectly over the pace8 wneri; that calamity comes with the Demo- - hearing the court found that the bank
"We are going to tie you by the th Monro were in the ereatnst
niim- - crats and nrosneritv with tha
was entitled to the money, ordered Grande railroad this week paid its
ttites for (he first half of mit in
hair," said realistic August, "to this Ders Then came what tne dlapatch cans."
the sum paid into court and held for Taos
county,
tree limb. And you are going to be(to the Spaniijll war office describes as
the check tendered
the further order of the court. Fitzamounting to $4305.17. It is said that
dragged over the ground.1
a "veritable rain of bombs, toBsed by
hugh
appeals.
HIGH
the
RANKING
Phelps Dodge company at Daw"By the hair?" whispered Miss hand by the airmen into the midst o!
Judgment of the court below affirm- son has paid the first half of its 1613
Rhodes in an almost inaudible voice. the Moors."
j
OFFICERS OF
ed.
taxes.
After this bombardment, the Span- Syllabus by the Court.
ARMY SHIFTED
Ish Infantry charged with the bayonet
1. A's property was sold under fore
find dislodged the Moors from their I
colure judgment, to satisfy the mort ON WITH THE DANCE
.jfSuKStTMaoo
Washington, D. C, Dec. 18. Im- positions, causing them to flee in
of B. senior and C. junior mort
gages
AT ELKS
T
great disorder, leaving large number? Pfrtant changes in the commands of gagees. C. at the sale bid in the
of dead and wounded on the field. The. high ranking officers of the army we're
property in the sum of the mortgage -Tonight at the Elks club g(Utoj-dere- d
Spanish troops also lost a consider- announced at the war department to- aeDts, interests-an- a
costs as shown
as
follows:
day
a dance and luncheon 'o "the
as
fire
whcTteaa
men
of
rifle
of
able number
the
John K: Tener, Governor
PennsylvShiai and
recently chosen
After the sale B.
by the judgment".
of the tribesmen was very accurate.
Major ueneral Thomas H. Barry, discovered that he had been overpaid. Elks and all their friends, and those
president of the National League; and Mrs. Helen Britton, owner of the
commanding the eastern department, Such overpayment was caused by an not having received invitations will
St. Louis Baseball Club.
at the club house tonight.
with headquarters at Generals Island, erroneous calculation
New
in
annual
York.
the
at
taken
of interest. B. get same
meeting
League
Photograph
MUCKRAKING
New York, goes to the Philippines in
The members of the entertainment
excess
the
court.
into
Held that
paid
committee also can be seen for Invithe department in March to relieve as
COSTS MUNSEP
long as the judgment remains in
Adjutant General Franklin Bell, who force, the sum paid by B. into court tations. The ball room floor has been
hetts wrote to Murphy requesting that
PRETTY
A
PENNY
TINKER'S CASE
a bath and a new coat of polish
will return to the United States in is not a
Murphy meet and tell Tinker that the
surplus of the foreclosure given
and everything is in readiness for the
May. J.
STILL CAUSE OF
Chicago club could not secure the
sale, remaining after the mortgage
London, Dec. IS. The Grand Duke
former Cincinnati manager and that
Major General Wm. H. Carter, com- debts were satisfied and as such the opening number. The Elks orchestra
DISSENSION Ebbetts
Boris of Russia, a cousin of the Empe- manding the second division, now in property of A as mortgagor and own- will be in attendance and discourse the
had stated that Tinker was
latest dance music and the Steward
ror of Russia, testified in rebuttal to- camp in Texas, goes to the Hawaiian er of the equity of
the property of the Brooklyn club and
redemption.
is preparing lunch which will be serv
New York, D. C, Dec. 38. Presi- was not for sale or trade at any price.
day In the lord chief justice's court, department to relieve Brigadier Gen2. Where the appellant has no into allegations of misconduct and
dent Charles H. Ebbetts, of the Brook- Murphy replied by letter that he had
eral Fred Funston, who in April, will terest in a sum of money, an assign- ed during intermission. Tickets are
brought against him in a mag return to the United States, for as- ment of error that the trial court err-e- $1.00 and you are invited. Dancing" at
lyn Baseball club, made public today not seen Tinker and had no intention
9 sharp. LET THE BAND PLAY!
azine article. Tri 'connection with this signment to a brigade command here.
correspondence relative to the deal of conferring with him.
in its disposition of such sum, will
article, he brought suit for libel
whereby Joe Tinkdt was sold by Garry
Brigadier General Clarence R. Ed- not be considered on appeal.
MISSISSIPPI HAS
against the Frank A. Munsey com- wards, commandering the sixth briHerrmann, of the Cincinnati club, to TOMMY O'ROURKE BACK,
Opinion by Mechem, District Judge.J
OFFICIAL SCANDAL
was settled out of gade in the maneuver
case
but
the
pany,
in
Brooklyn, for $25,000.
camp
FAKE HURTS FIGHT GAME,
Texas,
court on December 9.
The grand goes to Hawaii to relieve Brigadier Roberts, Chief Justice, Parker, Jus
Vicksburg, Miss., Dec. 18. An exEbbetts fearing that Charles W.
L.
Patton
tice,
concurring.
Harry
amination into the affairs of the of"Tommy O'Rourke, who fought Jack
duke, however, wished to clear his General M. M. Macomb commanding
Murphy, of the Chicago club, might
and H. D. Terril of Clovis for appel fice of the governor of
in the Juarez arena Sunday
character publicly.
tne nrst Hawaiian brigade.
Mississippi
not understand the status of the deal, Thorpe
A.
W.
lant.
Hockenhull, Clovis, for will be conducted at Jackson, the caparrived back in Santa Fe yesterday
He swore that there was no foundaGeneral Macomb comes to Washingtelegraphed him December 12 not to afternoon. According to Tommy the
appellee.
tion for the libel, denied that he had ton to relieve
a
tomorrow,
ital,
by
legislative In
confer with Tinker.
Brigadier General HuntPuebio of Isleta, Plaintiff Jn Error, vestigatJng committee, according to
deal framed up on him there was just
neen guilty or misconduct ana tesu- - er
ALICE
RHODES.
as
Liggett
of
in
the
wired
president
army vs. Frederick Tondre, et al., Defend- announcement made last
reply, commending as bad if not a little worse than one
Murphy
nea mat ne naa Deen constantly unaer war
night by
General Liggett will ants in
college.
Ebbetts tor his enterprise and added would be led to believe from
e
fire for a fortnight during the
Error, from Bernalillo county. A. C. Anderson, chairman of the com
"By the hair." answerer Edwin A.
reading
take
General
1
Edwards
in
"You
no
the
need
fear
have
that
brigade
that,
In
in
the reports of the fake. In fact Weddo
of
vs.
in
do
of
to
Pueblo
but
tions
The
the
J,
Lieuten- official
mittee.
affairs
of
is
Isleta,
nothing
viclriity
Appellant,
second division..
will have anything to say to Tinker."
El Paso Herald thinks the the "movies" if you want to make 'Manchuria, wheqf the Japanese and
A, Pieard, et aL, 'Appelleegp frum Va'4anfc-QovernTheodore Bilbo, indleW
On Monday, December 15, Ebbetts nesday's
John"
Brigadier General
Pershfng," lencia county.
ed with G. A. Hobbs, state senator,
fight game was queered by the phoney good, so Miss Rhodes gritted her teeth Russian armies Sought a desperate
telegraphed again to Murphy:
exhibition put up by Thorpe and the and loosened her hair.
battle in August, 904. He said he had recently relieved for command of the
Opinion by Parker, Justice, denying on a charge of soliciting and receiv
department of Mindanao, and now on motion for rehearing, Leahy, District ing bribes, also will be
"Reported that you are quoted as referee. The Herald says:
To make it possible to carry out the participated as an officer in the
Investigated.
his way home, goes to command the
saying, 'If the Cincinnati club gives
Judge.
"Fight promotion in Juarez is on
picture and still not injure ing in which the army under General eighth brigade at the Presidio
of San
me permission, I will start negotia- the rocks; whether the end is in Bight Miss Rhodes, strands of rope, the Count Keller engaged the Japanese
Chief
Concurring, Roberts,
Justice,
Francisco, relieving Brigadier Gener dissenting.
tions with Tinker right away.' Tinker is a question, but the continuation of same color as her hair, were bound and in which General Keller was
D. Photts, who goes to the
al
Ramsey
decora-lockto
the
club.
Please
led.
the
had
Francis Q, Wilson for appellant and
He
belongs
Brooklyn
game under the present conditions
ultimately been
her head and woven into the
seems improbable.
keep your hands off."
of! ted by General Kuropatkin with the seventh brigade at Vancouver bar- plaintiff in error.
This was so that
racks.
Eb-i
"The lightweight battle in Juarez the dragging should come, not on the Order of St. Anne for his courage and
Frank W, Clancy, for appellees and
Supplementing this telegram,
Brigadier General John P. Wisher, defendants in error.
roots of the hair, but upon the rope had since been repeatedly honored,
1,16 emperor having given him a goldcommanding the fourth brigade of the
around her bead.
en swor(l of honor inscribed "For second division, goes to command the
Fred Mielenz, appellant, vs. Roswell
plan, adroitly worked out, prov- SHE WEARS TROUSERS AND HE WEARS SKIRTS, ed Tlie
Pacific coast artillery district. Briga- Nursery company,
'bravery."
appellee, from
successful. So did the picture.
k. uuKe, counsel ror tne de- dier General Charles J. Bailey, at pres- Chaves county.
I've just returned
The plaintiff In the District Court
fendants, then apologized to the grand ent at Fort Worden, Washington, goes
Yes,
AND EACH HAS A GOOD REASON.
duke on behalf of his clients, saying to command the North Atlantic coast oDta'ned a judgment against the ap
from Faywood Hot Springs
POTATOES MAY
the article had been published with- artillery district at Fort Totten, N. pellant for $119.25, being tlr- contract
and never felt better in
BE SUBJECTED
out the knowledge of Mr. Munsey. He Y., relieving Col. J .B. White.
rrce of certain tree? ordered by apmy life. 'TIs great, and
words
admitted
that
were
used
dethe
on
Major General Bell when relieved of pellant
February 29, Ml?, for
TO QUARANTINE
in the
state
everyone
extremely objectionable and indefen command in the Philippines, will take livery in the spring of that year. Desible.
,
there. The
to
command
of
the
divi- lendant by letter of March 2G attempt
go
second
ought
Infantry
Washington, D. C, Dec. 18. Wheth
The case was then closed, the de- sion at Texas
treatment you get will do
succeeding Majt? ed to cancel the order by letter.
er common Irish potatoes from Cana- fendants agreeing to pay all the costs. General W. H. City,
Plaintiff's uncontradicted testimony is
Carter.
anyone good, and the train
Great Britain,
da, New Foundland,
Brigadier General Thomas F. Da that upon the receipt of the first of
service and the round-triIreland and continental Europe shall
Work for the New Mexican. It ! vis, commanding the fifth infantry bri- the letters written by defendant he
be barred from the United States be
rate are both
1,1
trees
ad
healing ground ready
cause of the danger of importation of porklng for you. for Santa Fe and jgade at Galveston, will take command for
shipment.
same
the
sixth
of
the new state.
it the
place.
dangerous plant disenses, or shall be
The shipment was made on the 3rd
admitted under the same restrictions
or 4th of April, and was rejected by
as apply to nursery stock, was the subdefendant and after remaining in the
Faywood Hot Springs Co. 1
ject of a hearing today before the
at point of delivery, for two or
depot,
m
e
is&mxt
federal horticultural board at the di
three months, was burned by the rail-- i m
rection of Secretary Houston.
T. P. Gill, secretary of agriculture
Ireland; Dr. H. T. Gussow, an ex
jfor
C
I
pert of the Canadian department of
agriculture and G. F. O'Halloran, deputy minister of agriculture of Canada,
were among those who spoke in favor
.'f
of the admission of foreign potatoes.
Representations have been made to
GASKILL & MacVITTY (
the American department of agricul-- j
ture, that in view of the short domes
PRESENT
tic potato crop caused by last sum-- i
'
mer's drought, the exclusion of foreign
of
Harold Bell
potatoes would go far toward raising
States.
the
United
Devotion
in
prices
Houston
At the outset, Secretary
said the question under consideration
was not the lifting of an embargo
THE FIRST
I EFFECTIVE
"S" II
against diseased potatoes, but wheth-- j
er a quarantine should be absolute, or
TIME
STAGE
administered in such a way as to ad-- I
I
I PICTURES
1
Mil
'
of
mit the entry
potatoes properly
S. P. Dodge, Wrestler.
passed on by government experts.
The "beautiful young lady" in the
who
urged an unresistAmong those
j
ed quarantine to protect the American
picture is not a young lady at all, but
the champion lightweight wrestler of
crop of potatoes, even should it re-- I
Yale University. He is S. P. Dodge,
suit in higher prices for a few years
'14, as he will appear in the role of
jwui-representatives Taylor nrd
in
t
the
of Colorado.
Agnes
play, "Fritzchen,"
Yale
which the
dramatic association
will present on its annual holiday tour
SYMPATHY STRIKE
this winter. It is a traditional cusMAY BE CALLED IN OHIO
tom of this organization for the femiCleveland, Ohio, Dec. 18. The
nine parts to be Xaken by men.
committee of the Cleveland FedMrs. May Harris.
eration of Labor, empowered last nisht
THE
G. A, R. VETERAN IS
Memphis, Tenn., Dec.. 18 "I'm wear- by the Central Labor body to call a
BURIED AT TRINIDAD.
if
met
a
woman general strike
today
necessary,
ing men's clothes because
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. IS. Veterans can't make a living and
keep straight to consider the advisability of order
1 I
of the Civil war today bore to the
unoT DflDin ad AWfCDiPAM nnnif
on the wages she gets nowadays. I've ing all union employes of Cleveland A Scene from "THE SHEPARD OF T HE HILLS' ,
grave the body of Brigadier General
ruiuLMiniiiuiiunii uuuu
hotels
strike
the
in
with
on
sympathy
.
.
.
.....
,, .
U
23rd
December
E. L. Campbell, Gettysburg veteran, ucru uuu .1
n., live. j,u me gov ern- y. nd waitprB nnw ..
If a gen- and judge advocate on the staff of ment fleet .breaking rock and piling eral strike is ordered, it will call out
A wholesome
NIAUt IHIU H UtlLAI rUtl,
whose author ground the author has sketched the
General Meade, who died at his home it at $1.25 a day and keeps. It was j union musicians, barbers, electricians, seems to have equal love for nature tenderest tale of love, the most aphere November 27, A heavy fall of hard
work, but it was honest and it carpenters, painters, teamsters and and humanity and an intimate knowl- pealing story of nature. Though the
snow and inclement weather forced a
baggagemen employed at the hostel edge of both, is "The Shepherd of the peace of the mighty hills pervade the
didn't
hurt me."
postponement of the funeral for nearly
eries.
Hills," the dramatization of Harold drama, its acts are tense with deeds
i.5U
the
$1.UU
That's
three weeks. General Campbell was
way Mrs. May Harris, 19,
A number of bartenders are already Bell Wright's famous novel which has of daring that demand both physical,
bnried with full military honors and mother of a child of 5, explained her out.
been made by Mr.,. Wright with the and moral courage.
members of the United States War appearance when Memphis police ar- SEATS ON SALE AT THE REXALL DRUG STORE.
assistance of Elsbery W. Reynolds.
"The Shepherd of the Kills" will be
Veterans .fired a salute and sounded rested her for masquerading in mas- DeThe "hills," the beautiful Ozark, the attraction at the Elks theater
Ads. always
1
cullne garb.
taps at .tie grave.
and against this majestic play back- - cember 23. )rlDg results. Try it.
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BASEBALL LEADER

AND

night in which 'Battling'
Thorpe won a supposed foul, did not
add to the popularity of the game by
those present. The card drew less
than $500, it is said.
"Monday night the promoters found
there was not enough money in the
treasury to remunerate O'Rourke and
Thorpe for their services. A return
match between these two lightweights
to be considered. The butting
tatties of Thorpe, which "made the
many
fight uninteresting; lost him
t Wends
in' El Paso and Juarez,
While O'Rourke fought a clean battle
throughout."
Sunday
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House, Bath Hange and Electric Lights
Opposite Elks' Open House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
6- - Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
35.00
Avenue. Price, per month
Washington
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month

FOR RENT

BACK TO DENY

"DO

EATEN

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A.
INSURANCE,

Phone, 189
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SURETY BONDS.

.
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t

THOUGH

BEARS?"

STGRY

WAS

I

ASKS HENRY
AS

ABOUT

HE

HUNDREDS

THAT WE HAVE A GREAT MANY
ARTICLES SUITABLE FOR

Christmas Presents!
ARTICLES OF MERIT THAT WILL
MAKE A GOOD, SENSIBLE GIFT!

yHSyyywyyyyvyyyyyyyyyywyyyyy

& Supply Co.

Everything In Hardware.
W. H. WICKHAM

sHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Me.
TELEPHONE 35 J

January, which will decide how far
the project is to be made an administration policy in congress.
President Wilson has been giving
the project careful study and administration supporters say he has not
pressed it on congress at this time
because of the enormous expense

125 Palace Avenue.

OF LETTERS

WRITTEN ABOUT

!

MRS.VV. LINDHARDT

MEET-

Hi

Looking far from spooky, his cheeks
show'ng color, his eyes moving and
his chest heaving with real lung action in the high altitude, Henry Sever-son- ,
of Velarde, N. M., walked into the
office of the New Mexican today to
deny the reporls of his death.
"I was not caught In a bear trap
and eaten alive by wild animals. Do
Then he
I look like it?" he asked.
explained that shortly after the printing of a story In the New Mexican
nhnnt nn unidentified mail being
caught in his own bear trap down in
the Mogollon mountains, a weekly pa- -- .. i
oniHnH timt iha mi.
identified man was Henry Severson
who had gone out coyote hunting.
"The story got Into the papers of
Denver where I used to keep a cigar
store, and went like wild fire all over
the
country. It was an Interesting
...
i
1.1tn
!nfn iVia
siory, auoui my
"'J
trap, my wrists manacled by steel, and
the wild animals nipping at my cheeks
and neck. But I do not care to read
one of
my own obituary-especi- ally
.
that kind. '
Mr. Severson says he has been
rather unsuccessful In making his
friends, who do not see mm, Deiieve
he is alive. "The postmaster at Ve
larde lias been deluged with letters
asking if it is true that Severson fur
nished bait for his own bear trap,"
he continued. "The story has been believed because after I gave up my
cigar business in Denver I did go to
La Jara, Colo., and there bought an
outfit to trap coyotes. I never went
after bigger game and I never fell into
my own trap. I am not even a trapper by profession."
"What do you do?" was asked.
re replied, accent"I am
I
ing each syllable. "In other words
tend bees. And right here I want you
to know that I'd rather be stung any
day than bait a bear trap."
Mr. Severson says .this is his firpt
visit in Santa Fe and that he came
here to call on his friend, Earl T.

BEAR IN MIND

LUDWIO WM. ILFELD.

AS

ING UNIQUE DEATH.
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Santa Fe Hardware

BY

DISCUSSES

Santa Fe, New Mexico,

San Francisco St.,

LOOK

SEVERSON OF VELARDE,

BISHOP, PROP.)

REAL ESTATE, LOANS,

I

WILL

ARTS AND CRAFTS

WM

TRAHTORY

7-

CONSIDER FEDERAL
TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE.
ashington, I). (.'., Dec. IS. PostIRIISTIC XMAS GIFTS
master General Burleson's recommen- Hammered Brass Electric Reading dations for the principle of govern- Lamps, Hand Wrought Silver Pen- ment ownership of telegraph and teledants, Desk Sets in Hammered Brass phonos, as outlined in hia annual reand Copper, Letter Racks, Paper Cut- port, undoubtedly will be followed by
ters, Rocker Blotters, Hammered Cal- a Democratic caucus in the house in
endars, Tie Racks, Wisk Broom Hold
lers, Etched Match Holders, Hammered
Copper and Brass Bowls and Trays,
Belt Pins, Bar Pins, Hat Pins, Candle
Sticks. Special orders made on short
notice.

LOCAL ITEMS.

"DEAD" MAN COMES

PACE FIVE

DMT0SH0?
SHOPCHRISTMAS
YOUR
DO
PING AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
Cards-Beauties,
Hand Painted Christmas
too at Zook's Pharmacy,

The Rexall Store.
Join "the S. P. U. G.'s" and boost
for Old Santa Fe by selecting photo
studies that reveal the Quaint charm
of your home city. Studio of T. Hnr- raon I'arklnirst, opposite the Monte- zuma.
Gnaciev & Ervien

j

for a stand
a
iron into
convert your electric
cooking device.
DOara Ol I raae
narny iuiud n
persons to whom Christmas charity
should be sent are desired by the woman's Board of Trade. Please notify
either Mrs. A. B. Renehan or Mrs,
Arthur Seligman.
Two hun(Jred ba0ons to be given
Saturday, December 20th. Bring
your chudron and come for one at The.
pharmncy.

the public schools and through, the
700 pupils who attend every day, they
jexpect to locate every one whose
Christmas might be made happier
through the bestowal of a lew needed
things. If you are charitably inclined,
this movement promises to exceed all
others in effectiveness and thoroughness, so send your donations to them.
Money is not asked for, nn order on
iyour grocer is preferred to cash, but
'clothing, shoes, remnants, provisions
'of all sorts can be used to advantage.
'Already the flood has started and
daily, dozens of packages are sent to
the high school, until Prof. Wagner
lias to almost camp in the hall. However, the school will be open every
day until next Wednesday from fl a.
m. to 4 p. m, In order 1 hat gifts may
'be received.
FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF OUR

FAWNES
GLOVES FOR
CHILDREN
HOUSE.
Dr. Tannus,

WHO CANNOT
MANY CUSTOMERS
DO THEIR SHOPPING IN DAY TIME
IOUR STORE WILL BE OPEN UN-- j
TIL 9 P. M. THE WHITE HOUSE.

and Every

y

Day; ; You May Find Something
New and of Interest !

THE GRAY STUDIOS
Santa

Fe- -

--

Albuquerque

162 J

ZPPEOZtTIB
aasemgsmam

ADOLF

Williston, X. D., Dec. IS. State's
Attorney 1'. L. Burdick, of Williams
county, who is conducting the investigation and attempting to place the
responsibility for the lynching Tuesday rooming, December its,-- of Cleve
murdere" of
Culhertson, convicted
the Dillon family at Ray, said last
night:
"While our search for evidence as
to the identiy of the members of
the mob that hanged Culbertsou has
necessarily been quite general as yet,
1 believe
we have clues which may
ultimately lead to the positive identification of some of the participants
in the outrage and their arrest. The
lynching may be attributed to two
causes. One was that Culhertson was
given a life sentence in the state prito
son, instead of being sentenced
hang. The other was the feeling that
the prisoner might be pardoned within a short time. This feeling was increased by the fact that six murderers in the North Dakota penitentiary
had been granted clemency or absolute pardons within a day or two of
the time the Culhertson jury reported
its verdict."

DENT'S

SEIHtll

DRV

MEN'S AND BOYS'

SUnS

GOODS

CO.

SPECIALS

THIS WEEK'S

LYNCHERS FEARED
PARDON OF MURDERER.

KID
LADIES', GENT'S AND
WHITE
AT
THE

AND

To-da-

-

.

i

A Our Window

READY-TO-WEA-

R

AND OVERCOATS

All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $1 1.95 worth $18.
WATCH

210 SAN FRANCISCO

OUR WINDOWS.
PHONR

ST..

J

INSURE WITH HAYWARI) AND REST CONTENT.
the Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat specialist, offices in Capital
OfCity Bank building, telephone 52 J.
fice hours 9 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m.
Christmas
Entertainments
Local
programs will be given in each room
Unless you own
in the city schools on Friday, beginsee
or blow
ning about 2:15 p. m and lasting
for about an hour. All parents and
friends are invited to these exercises.
The schools will close Friday for a
AFTER
NOW,
two weeks' vacation, reopening on the
first Monday in January.
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital Cily Bank Building, Santa Fe, N M.
Banjo, Guitars, Mandolins and Violins at much reduced prices, Zook's
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,' II AY WARD HAS IT,
::::
::::
Pharmacy, The Rexall Store.
ONYX AND PHOENIX SILK HOSE
FOR GENT'S AND LADIES, EVERY
THE
PAIR
GUARANTEED AT
WHITE HOUSE.
Dress Suits O. K. Manager Hall
stated today that in view of the posWiley.
sibility that some men; may wish to COMPLETE REPORT
wear dress suits New gear's eve the
ON RECENT ROASTS.
MODERN AND
nnti dress suit rule will be relaxed and
those who come thus dressed will be
D. C, Dec. 18. SecreALWAYS
Washington,
admitted to the grand dance. "But It
taries Garrison and Daniels today com-- !
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
is safe to say most of the men will
their report on the satires at
December.
LARGE LOBBY
wear business suits," he added, "as pleted
the recent Carabao dinner conducted
Thursday. Dec. 18. Dance at the the dance is strictly INFORMAL."
con-- j
AND
officers.
VERANDAS
It
and
navy
Elks club.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, the Eye, Ear, by army
but
23 "The
Dec.
Shep- Nose and Throat specialist from Las tains certain recommendations,
Tuesday,
COMFORTABLE PORCH
herd of the Hills," drama, at Elks The- Vegas, will be at the DeVargas hotel whether it will lead to a reprimand
or court martial was not divulged.
SWINGS and ROCKERS
atre.
December 18th, 19th and 20th. Hours
to
confer
Garrison
expected
Secretary
.
r.
r
Tuesday, Dec. 30. Miss Claude Al- 2 to , p. m.
Service and Cuinine
late today with the president.
Fourteen hundred and seventy six
bright, mezzo soprano, and her comthe Best in the City
Scottish
pounds of candy, the finest and best
pany will give concert at
Ample fiieilities for large
arid small banquets.
Rite Cathedral, (8:30 p. m.)
candy made Johnston's to be openWednesday, Dec. 31. New Year's ed up Saturday morning, December
Eve Dance ai Do Vargas hotel, (be- 20th at The Capital Pharmacy.
T.
gins 9:30 p. m.)
Midnight Mass Following the cus9
tom of years, there will be a midnight
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
SPECIAL RATES
Dr. and Mrs. George LaMont Cole, mass at the Cathedral of St. Francis
Room With Bath, $2.00 Up.
of Los Angeles, passed through the and everyone is invited to attend.
BY THE WEEK
THROAT
EKE, EAR NOSE
Room Without Bath, $1.00 Up.
city today on their way home after a This is the only time of the year that
mass is celebrated at night and the
lecture tour of many states.
Capital City Bank Building.
Frank Newhall of the New Mexican j privilege is granted as a special devoof
after
on
Hundreds
the
Is
Jesus.
to
back
tion
the Infant
job today
force,
9 to 12 A.M.
OFFICE HOURS
an enforced vacation caused by ton people attend the services at which
2 to 4 P.M.
a
and
music
there will be special
silitis.
Mrs. Lola C. Aruiijo, state librarian, Bh0rt sermon.
Phone 52 J.
Music Lessons Prof, I. h. Tello,
is visiting relatives in Albuquerque
be
who has studied in Berlin, w'il
for a few days.
P. M. A. Lineau motored to Albu- pleased to give lessons in vio'.in,
and piano. Terms or. applicaquerque yesterday.
Miss Elsie Staley will leave tomor- tion. Phone 255 W., residence of
row afternoon for Oklahoma City, Frank Plomteaux, 114 Cernllos street, H. S. KAUNE
STOCK FOOD.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
where she will spend the holiday Santa Fe.
declaseason with relatives.
The
Contest
Oyster Eating
& field seeds in bulk and packaii
Dr. C. E. Losey, the Las Vegas spec- ration that he could eat Ave dozen raw Where Quality Governs the Price UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden
ialist, is registered at the DeVargas. oysters on the shall led to an offer
and Price the Quality
'.. Mr. and Mrs. Leon E. Joseph, of made W. E. Rose that if he could per
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
New York City, are sightseers regis- form the feat the oysters will be paid
tered at the DeVargas.
for by the De Vargas Hotel. "I dotrt
Mrs. R. M. Collins, of Grass Lake, think you can do it," said Manager
Phone Black
Phone Black
Mich., is registered at the Montezuma. Hall to Mr. Rose, "but to find out I am
W.'
is
back
CO
Prichard
Colonel George
oysters before you
willing to put
from Estancia where he attended to at 6 o'clock Friday evening in our
some important legal business.
dining room. I have selected E. C.
Burke as referee, and he Is to be allowed to eat as many oysters as he
A LITTLE HOME
wishes." By the arrangement made
FOR YOUR FAIRY if Mr. Rose fails to eat his five dozen
Days
on the shell he has to pay for every
cheer--o- f
exof
good
days
one of them and also all that Mr.
Yes,
good living.
CRACKS" Burke eats besides.
Will it all be "JIM
t:
THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF
you'll now find
Christmas morning or will it be some
whole family FURS, BATH ROBS AND KIMONOS
to
thing to make the
good
AT
AT 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
happy?
in
I
buy and sell Mortgages, Stocks and Bonds of all kinds, Loan
Will you start in the New Year with THE WHITE HOUSE.
If you have money to
prices,
Woman's Club Meeting At the reg
Money on real estate and other securities.
a determination to eliminate the
loan list It with me. If you want to buy a good first mortgage or a
and put ular monthly business meeting of the
"COST OF HIGH LIVING"
Come
club held yesteryour savings In a little home of your Santa Fe Woman's
high class security call on me.
day afternoon, it was decided not to
of course
own?
hold a New Year's reception, as had
In a few years you will have spent
Room 24
Bldg.
been scheduled In the year book. The
Telephone 194 W.
ppHMDCDDirC
enough for rent and "superfluous" liv- club also decided to assist the public
,
w
Mexico.
ing to have paid for a little villa all schools in the
work that will
FRESH OYSTERS,
your own. Quit kicking about hard be done throughcharity
and
the
school,
high
times and high living and do a little
FANCY HOME GROWN CELERY,
all members who have an inclination
reasoning for yourself.
to assist in this work are asked to
HEAD LETTUCE,
CALIFORNIA
Figure out if you are not largely send their donations to the high
to blame for the same things you com- school. A committee consisting of
SWEET POTATOES.
plain about.
Mrs. Dockweiler and Mrs. Woodford
' A man told me the other
day that were placed in direct charge of some
GRAPE FRUIT,
he could never get ahead, that he had
work at Tesuque, and persons
charity
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
a big family to support.
GRANGES, GRAPES,
who wish to assist in the Tesuque
huntwo
Is
This man
work should communicate with those
making about
TABLE RAISINS.
dred dollars a month and his large women, or if donations for Tesuque
flock of children spend more each are sent to the high school they
year for candy, gum and other JIM should be so marked.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Beet
CRACKS than It would take to meet
Cigars In Boxes, suitable for a gift,
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
the payment on his home. MEN and all sizes and prices at Zook's, The
Rexall Store.
WOMEN; It's up to you.
B-- st
"TOWNSEND,"
The School's Slogan "No Empty Where Price
"
'
104 DON (JASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
The Real Estate Man.
Stockings in Santa Fe on Christmas
OualittFor
See Xmas Window display. ; " - J Morning" is the slogan' adopted by

NSURANCE1
that

JOSEPH

cannot burn
property
away,
B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
the disaster.
and not

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

PERSONALS

THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS,

-

- PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

i

v"t

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Restocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PROMPT

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

POMES.

Phone 139.

SERVICE.

F.TANNUS,A1D.

310 San Francisco St.

.

HOTEL DE VARGAS

WHOLESALE

HO.

RESOLVED
VEHAVE hOTJOF
nice: CHRISTMAS
PRESENTS'
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1
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A

LOOK.

HARDWARE

S

PHONE 14.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

tra

and
here
right
extra
eat,
things
extra variety at real
thankful
first

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5a!t.

45

LEO HERSCH

STATES

BANK

8

PHONE

TRUST

GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
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Your Patronage Solicited
N.

6.

LAUGHI.IN,

President.

J.

B. LAMY.

45

JOHN W. MAYES,
REAL ESTATE,
INSURANCE,
SURETY BONDS.

14

Laughlin

banta

UNITED

RETAIL

Turkeys

COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT.'

are

Thanksgiving

OUR HARDWARE STORE IS JUST THE PLACE TO BUY SENSIBLE,
USEFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS. SILVERWARE. CARVING SETS, TABLE
POCKET KNIVES, SHAVING SETS, LITTLE WAGONSAND
CUTLERY,
A THOUSAND AND ONE THINGS WILL MAKE PRESENTS EVERY MEMDON'T
WILL XIKE4
BER OF YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR FRJIENDS
THROW YOUR MONEY AWAY BUYING SOME TRASHY PRESENT, BUT
COME TO US AND BUY A SENSIBLE GIFT.
WOOD-DAVI-

Day

AND

j

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

r-e-

lew

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

OlffTl
ar

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
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Modern Banking
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This bank has given time and money without stint to make the greatest
so that they may transact their
provision for the convenience of its patrons,
banking business In all its branches with the maximum of facility and the
minimum of trouble or annoyance.
easy of access, its
Its large,
banking room,
for the work
its
and
Its
arrangement
vault,
storage spaces
of the employes admirably fit us for the prompt and efficient despatch ot
all business entrusted to us.
with
In addition to conducting Its business in accordance
approved
years of exbanking principles, It has been tested by more than
'
j ? "
perience.
1$ I

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. Th e
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Oally. Mr year, by m.H
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inhuman practice of

assessing penally for delinquent taxes whose payment is not permitted. Albuquerque

tween the detective and the offender
against the law, and it is a determination which is the more cute in the
matching of ideas. One effect this new Herald.
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..... ....
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can invent some other way to make
TO ABILITY
the nerves tingle and the blood curdle
tue varying
as the reader follows
fortunes of the hero and the heroine.
MIND
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A PICTURE IN MY
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ate
It is as hard, though, to rob the
of
new
company
ot a
is to find a
it
as
xuuoit in favor of the establishment
his
of
novelist
plot
AND
OF
EQUALITY
REIGN
of
FUTURE
consideration ot that chamber and
way to beat the crook or escape the
Santa Fe Is worthy ot ,ho
THERE WILL BE GIANTS
FRATERNITY
detective.
1,U
of
consideration
Skate.
In
the
Cheap
IN THOSE DAYS.
thinl.
w. at
Frank Crane, a volumnlous and InIllisLuer, as a failure w,U result in
in
is
Chi
whose
home
teresting writer,
old Man Is that your mamma cago, says:
"The average American (By Herbert Quick, Author of " On
furs?
set
of
beautiful
the
Board the Good Ship Eartn, etc.,
with
of being thought a cheap
a
has
horror
yonder
ciit-rttnt lnrm and Firptdde. I
sardeL one of the hacU nunihers in the
Willie Yes, Bir.
skate." This is, perhaps, natural as
of th. new
Old .Man Well, do you know what the term does not carry with it any (Copyrighted, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
Door animal it Is that has to Buffer in especially commendable
suggestions
V.ver Rince I had anv definite ideas
order that your mamma might have and the expression does not make one
the furs with which she adorns ner- think any more of the one to whom on the subject I have had a picture in
t . baaU
w.
chance
so proudly?
the
self
the term is applied, if the generally my mind of a future reign of equality
p
wlll
Fj
on earth.
Willie
sir; my papa.
accepted meaning is really applicable. and fraternity
of equality which
l
Not the
The Chicagoan was discussing the
I have
ChriBlmas season when he made use some are said to favor though
under order,
THE BYSTANDER
of the expression and had in mind never seen a person who favored it
mpe.M to attend the encampment
the purchase of expensive gifts when but the equality which would result
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as
the one who was doing the buying from equality of opportunity.
an induce will not arise aBain
ask
I suppose that nobody would
could not afford to give that kind of
a great deal
gift, and was afraid of being consider- that the man who brings
Which Is The Happier.
ed a "cheap skate" if he did not do it. into the work of keeping the world go
on a oasis oi
One of the leading newspapers in an
The Idea is a mistaken one and the ing happily, should share
eastern city has established a sort of wrong notion is held when one is exact equality with the drone who
brings little or nothing. The heavy
receiving room for the gifts of those thought to be a cheapy who gives
who nay care to bring them and they
to his means, and does his finntrlhiitnr in wealth, effort, service,
will be distributed where they will do b(jgt iQ show the rjght Bpirlt but doeB intellieence. and organizing ability,
rewards. He
the Tiost good among the needy of the
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depending
which
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reallv wants and really needs this new companyin tune.
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than
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he
more
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that who gives in accordance to his means
hoped
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Q
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.
Large

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Sample Rooms.
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Open Day and Night.
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
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Office United States Bank Buildinf
(FIRST FLOOK)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,

good companies, good protection

European Plan.

g

I
1
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Meals At All Hours.
Rooms In Connec- Elegant
.
.

A

l-

A

lion, Jicuiu iicbi,
Electric Lights and Baths.

RATES:

75c

and

$1.00

PER DAY.

MUSIC (or DINNER and SUPPER

24 1 San Francisco Street.

Near S. W. Corner Plaza,

lllaWlfll

an

ininKiiiaiii

WOODY'S STAGE LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leave

Barranca on the arrival

the north bound train and arrives at
Taoa at 7 p- m.
Ten mile ihorter than any other
way. Good covered haeic and too
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
furnished commercial man 'to take in
the aurroundlnf town. Wlr Emhvui.
itatlon.
-

FixingUpthe
-

r

Shopping List
These are the days when it
saves time and money to go
shopping with definite Ideas.
Make out a list in advance of
just what you want to get and
then consult the advertising columns of THE SANTA FE NEW
MEXICAN for further help.
You will learn where to buy
to the best advantage the things
you want and will also get valuable suggestions.
Daily advertising is an educator as well as a time saver and
a money saver.
It is the first aid to the hurried and worried in the strenuous days that precede the
Christmas season.

Let the advertising give
all the help it can.

you

PRIVATE
SERVICE

AMBULANCE

new and
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Ni?ht at Reasonable Prices.
A

Up-to-d-

C. A. RISING,
Phone 130 Main.

ST

SS?S suVhe

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as It is
the cheapest, and

FRANK M. JONES,

i.JI

"

dZ

t

ALWAVS SEE

will-use-

Ppclay'"ltluln

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANV PRICE

It will not pay
time writing out
when you can get
ed at the New
Company.

yo to.waate your
your legal form
thorn already print
Meitoan Printlne

Fspanola Livery Barn
LEESE

PROPS.

& LOFTUS,

Good Teams, Rigs

and

Drivers at all times at
live and let live prices.
Closest Route to Cliff Dwelling.
SATISFACTION

Phone Livery,

:

GUARANTEED

: :

Espanola,

N.

Superb
Chocolates
All other chocolates seem
ordinary after you once

just

try 'tSfyt&t They are just
as pure and wholesome as they
are delicious. We secured the
line
agency for the Huyler
finer,
is
knowing there nothing
and because we know too that
will unconsciously
judge the value of our stock
by the individual lines we
carry. We will be glad to
people

have you judge this confectionery as soon as convenient.
- In packages from ioc up.
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try It

Ads. always
-
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all
about 9:30 o'clock.
THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
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now be had in tablet form, lis modified by fi.V. Tierce, M.D.
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unless Hint
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The burglars had perviously broken
T. F. TANNUS, M. D.
eldest son of ones. No individual cattleman has reExalted Ruler,
Would you be so kind as to help into a blacksmith shop and stolen a WILD BOAR FIGHTS TIGERS
toblock, old residents ported any great loss. The loss of a me locate
Specialist In
C.
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Bl'RKE,
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AND EATS SNAKES.
my father, Edward
Crane, hammer and drill, which they were
as almost instantly cow, a steer or a calf now is equal to
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.
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Secretary.
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very using to open the safe when Interruptyour
ho inaa nt two but a few years ago.
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.nfnd on1 fin nnt Vnnw whether he ed by the postmistress.
The wild boar is the ancester of
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.
Santa Fe. N. M.
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GUARDING AGAINST CROUP.
PRISING.
of each month. Odd
No animal is
than the wild boar..
The best safeguard against croup la
Viss number
Fellow's Hall.
of young women who more vicious; hunters assert that
a
bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
with weak back, dizzy and nerv- even when the animal is run
iting neighbors welthrough
Compound In the house. P. H. Cinn,
come.
concerning him we would be Very ous spells, dull headache and weari with a spear it will endeavor to Tore?
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ifldlcton, Ga., writes:
A. C. WHITTIER, Consul.
"My children
grateful. I have written the chief of ness Is surprising. Kidney and blad- itself along the shaft of the spear to
are very susceptible to croup, easily
police in many cities but have never der ills cause these troubles, but if reach the holder of it. The natives A. B. P. ROHINSON, Clerk.
catch cold. I give them Foley's HonSUPPORT HERSELF AND TWO LITTLE CHILDREN itriTtMvcu
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as di- of India say that a wild boar will
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F. W. FARMER ey and Tar Compound and in every
rected relief follows promptly, and drink at a stream between two
I remain, thanking you,
instance they get prompt relief and
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Is. It
Respectfully yours,
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(Continued from page six.)
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J Showing decorations todilijht rhe eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins.
.Smoking Sits, Tobacco Jar, Card Cuses. Vases, etc. The
J prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.
SAN FRANCISCO

i
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STREET.

OCEANS OF THEM ON SALE AT

McClintock

Santa Claui made no mistake, calling at "YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE." Santa Claus is a shrewd buyer; you will make no
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the fol-

lowing:

CHAFING DISHES AND TRAiTS, PERCOLATORS, COMMUNITY
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND FOKS, TEA SPOONS AND TABLE
SPOONS, CARVING SETS, BOY'S BICYCLES
BRAKE-GUARANCOASTER
EQUIPMENT, BOV'S WAGONS AND SLEDS, BOY'S
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS, ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR

RIFLES.

the Hardware line appropriate for Christ-

The Reliable Hardware Store.
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Xmas Boxes,

Suit Cases,

Collar Bags,
Cuff Links,

Traveling Sets,

.

Traveling Bags,

Scarf Pins,

Military Brush Sets,

Imported Neckties,

Neckwear Sets,

Two-ton- e

Hosiery

Silk Hose,

Silk Underwear,

Sets,

Initial Handkerchiefs,

Silk Scarfs,

Suspenders,

Silk Pajamas,

Garters, Arm Bands,

Auto

Bath Robes,

Dents' Gloves,

Mackanaws,

Shoes,

Serge Suits,

Knox & Stetson Hats,

Overcoats,
Raincoats,

Jersey Sweaters,
Sweater Coats,

Overshoes,

White Dress Vests,
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Ed. V. Price Clothes,
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Gauntlets,

Store Open Every Night

MCCLINTOCK & WRIGHT

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HOLIDAY

GIFTS
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ON THIS SALE NEVER GROW OLD !
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will be THE BEST THIS YEAR and for all years to come

They were THE BEST GIFTS LAST YEAR
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FUR

We are Ready in Every Detail

A New Dress
No matter if she has a dozen dresses, a new one is always
just as welcome. NOVELTY WEAVES IN SILKS AND
WOOLS in many colors. Beautiful tones of the most

I

favored shades are here in bounteous array.

Ladies' Sweaters
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" THE HUB."
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a MARX

The selection of a suitable Xmas Gift for a Man or
a Boy is an easy proposition at this storea Suit, a
Top Coat, an Overcoat or Trousers, a Hat, Cap or
Tie, Suspenders, Shoes, Shirts, an opportunity open
for you. Selecting your Fall Suit will be the work
of but a few moments. Sir, when you see our Xmas

it

They are so handy for
g,
skating, coasting, riding or strolling.
We have a big selection in many colors and styles at the
BIG STOKE.

Coats and Balkan Styles.
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SUITS, with a $5.00 Stetson Hat free to go with it.
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for the Host of Xmas Shoppers

Cold weather demands warm clothes, and nothing gives
more comfort than FURS. We have a splendid lot of
FU1 SETS to choose from and at many prices.
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CHINA

HAND-PAINTE- D

And many other things
mas presents.
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The Best to Be Had

MISSA.MUGLER
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The assessors and county commisgfa
HanrknmA 1Phimpc Plain or
M'
at?hm""
sioners of the state, representing 16!S,f"n
IIUIIUt.illilV
IUIIIVO) Fancy
Thomas
cf
the
26
closed
of the
counties of the state
Santa
es
Hio Cirande divis on, ac- gstrlcli, which will make an
s
a two day session here yesterday
.icording to telephone messages regift ; also many other artiafternoon and adjourned until next'.
ceived by local officers today,
cles I carry will make Xmas gifts
fall at a date to be fixed by the offl- - '
netai,s ot the capture of Candecers of each association.
Antonio Lucero secretarv of state. !larla are Peking, but the men who
ule
rSe B,ale lnl
W. G. Sargent, state
auditor. andi,,B,B UI1"
are certain or his identity and that
Hugh Williams, chairman of the corSOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
have advised the penitentiary
they
poration commission, all made talks officials
to send a guard for him.
M.
to the county officials.
Harvey
The prisoner will be brought to AlbuShields made an address urging
and unity of purpose between querque tonight at 6 o'clock and a the names of six men to be federal
ithe slate board and the county autuori-- i guard is expected from Santa Fe to- game wardens. These men were as
night to take charge of him.
ties.
The captors state that they believe follows: Miles W. Buford of Silver
The following questions were ad
his
companion, Ruiz, is also in the City j Frank N. Page of Puerto de
dressed to the state board of equaliof Isleta.
Luna; T. A. Hulsey of Columbus; Anneighborhood
zation:
There is a reward of $100 each for tonio C. Ortiz, Albuquerque; Emmet
Would your board approve of the
the men.
Wirt of Dulce, and Blanche Clouthier
various assessors securing the actual
They effected their escape while of Springer. At the time these names;
valuation of personal property from
at the prison were busy with were sent the regulations for the enthe tax payers at .the time property aguards
freight train switching in the yard. forcement of the federal law had not
is listed for taxation?
The men wont over the wall. mount- - been completed. The state game
Would your board be willing, before ed doubIe
a convenient horse and warden's department has not heard
asking a blanket raise, on property of made their getaway.
Five others from Washington regarding this matany class, to summon the assessors who went 'over the wall with them ter since.
It is presumed that the re
or one of the county commissioners were captured.
quired regulations have not been made
of the county in which the raise is to
yet. At least the state game warden
be made, for consultation?
has not heard of It, and unless the
DUCK SEASON
Would your board be willing,
deputies mentioned above have heard
lands placed by
transferring
GOVERNED
(S
from the department at Washington
classifiin
officers
a
certain
assessing
previous instructions would
to
BY STATE LAW direct, the
cation (to another classification
govern, that is, that the state law go
summon the assessors or commissionern where it is in conflict with the naers of the- county concerned for
According to the regulations laid tional law.
down by the department of agricul- Would your board be willing, in the ture) the ci08e(j season on ducks be- case of raises made by you, to furnish gan on Dec. 16th in New Mexico, and BRIDE OF NINE DAYS IS
SHOT BY HUSBAND.
to the assessing officers of the county already the state game warden is bein which such raise is made, and at ing asked the question Is the federal
the time of making the raise, a sylla- law under which the shooting of water
Indianapolis, Iud., Dec. 18. John F.
bus of your proceedings Incidental to fowl closed on Dec. 16th, or the state Conrad, 31, salesman for a local fish
wounded
the said raise?
on company, shot and fatally
law, when shooting must cease
Would your board be willing' to la March 31st, to be observed. To this Mrs. Catherine Conrad, 19, his bride
struct the cattle and sheep sanitary the answer has been that at present of nine days, at their apartment here
boards to furnish, through their in- the state law governs. This answer today. Conrad told the police he shot
spectors, all available data in regard is given after a careful perusal of all his wife because she had threatened
to their departments to the assessors the literature received from the de- to leave him.
of the various counties showing, if partment.
The status of the situation may be
possible, the ages and sexes of cat
Co (Tot!
tie shipped and the number of sheep summed up as follows: The federal
dipped? We would respectfully sug law just went into effect this fall.
Ten cups of coffee; for
gest that the inspectors of the cattle Kegulations covering the seasons have
keen satisfaction.
.,
and sheep sanitary boards be !nstriK'-te- been made by the department, but as
to furnish the detailed informa- yet the details as to the enforcement
serve a dull liabit, 7 to 9e.
tion asked for to the respective coun- of the law have not been worked out.
Also it might be stated that the fedty assessors.
eral law and the state law conform in
Quality costs almost
states, and it is the hope of the
many
CANDELARKO
nothing per cup. Buy
federal department to have the state
laws and the federal law ultimately
HAS NOT BEEN
with your eyes open and
on closed seasons. However beCAUGHT AS YET agree
drink with your taste
cause the federal protection is yet iu
its infancy, the department has laid
awake.
if Margarito Candalerio has been down the rule that where the state
caught, as last night's Albuquerque and the federal law are in conflict, the
Best
in
Herald said, the officials of the state state law isNto be followed until either
Schilling's
penitentiary have heard nothing of the state law or the federal regulation
aroma-tigh- t
cans
and
in
it. When questioned about the mat- are changed or until regulations
ter this afternoon, it was said that no detail providing for the enforcement
makes
money-bacreport of his capture had been re of the federal closed seasons have
ceived at that Institution, and llioy been made.'' Some time iu October at
coffees
dear.
cheaper
felt that they would have beei noti- the request..of D, T. S. Palmer, assistfied had he been taken into custody. ant chief of the biological survey, the
Cleanly granulated;
lb cans; everfreeh.
and 2
The report printed by the Albuquor- state game warden s departirsnt, sent
.
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Margarito Candaleria, under sen
itence of ten years In the penitentiary
for murder committed in this coun-jty- ,
who escaped from the state prisA Fine Chris1 mas Gift!
on last Wednesday with Hilurio Ruiz.
""dei" Iife sentence for the same BEAUTIFUL SCARF VEILS,
crime, was captured early this mornNOVELTV RIBBON PIECES,
ort distance west of Tsleta by
.
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